
Leading Manufacturer of Railroad Freight Car Equipment Overcome Inventory, Efficiency, 
and Maintenance Challenges Utilizing 4DX 

 
 
A leading manufacturer of railroad freight-car equipment in North America and Europe 
overcame inventory management, plant efficiency, and preventative maintenance challenges 
utilizing 4DX. The results speak for themselves: 
 

● Inventory cycle-count accuracy jumped from 80% to 99%.  
● Plant efficiency increased from 75% to 91%.  
● Preventative-maintenance programs reduced plant downtime from 9% to 1.2%, saving 

millions of dollars. 
 
Achieving these results demanded much more than process improvement or root cause 
analysis by a few continuous improvement experts — it required engaging the entire plant in a 
concerted effort to accomplish critical objectives that had previously proven impossible. 
 
Company executives made the strategic bet that overall plant performance would improve by 
focusing on inventory, plant efficiency, and preventative maintenance. For example, improving 
inventory accuracy was paramount where a typical plant had an eight-acre storage yard full of 
railcar parts and equipment. Steve, a vice president of manufacturing operations, recalled, “We 
had situations where we had 3,000 wheels at $500 each, and we were ordering more because 
we didn’t know we had them …. That does not happen anymore.” Lead measures to set up 
organized storage areas in the yard and to properly label inventory were instituted. Employees 
working in the yards would made weekly commitments to organize a part of the yard and to 
rearrange, label, and count the inventory accordingly. Today, cycle-count accuracy is nearly 
perfect. 
 
Another focus was to reduce plant downtime from 9% to 3%. Plant stoppages created 
tremendous costs. The strategic bet was to implement a new preventative-maintenance 
program that turned what had been a whirlwind of activity reacting to equipment breakdowns 
into a structured, proactive environment where preventative maintenance stopped the cycle of 
crisis management. Today, plant downtime has fallen to 1.2% due in large part to executing on 
hundreds of small maintenance tasks every week. 
 
Not long ago, Steve visited a plant in Kansas City and sat in on a WIG® Session. He marveled 
at the physical changes at the plant and, more importantly, the changes in the employees. 
Steve noted that prior to the 4 Disciplines of Execution® (4DX® ), employees “came to work, 
they did 
their job, and they went home. They could care less about anything else. They were walking by 
trash on the floor, they were walking by broken machines, leaking oil … and they went home. 
Now, they really care! They are passionate about it. They own it …. They took ownership 



through the 4DX process, and you see it in all of our team members …. That’s what’s been 
really rewarding. We see that people care about it now.” 


